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It’s Big Business…  
and It’s Getting  
Personal



Any kind of business can expose itself to attacks when its 
employees open themselves up to external threats. Most small 
businesses are not convinced that bad guys are after them. 
What they do not know is that everyone is a likely target, 
regardless of size.1 Attackers are now carefully selecting their 
targets, moving away from launching large-scale attacks to 
focus on more specific and somewhat more “personal” targets.
1	 http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/about/tlp_small-business-big-for-cybercrime.pdf

Trend	Micro	protected	small	
and	medium-sized	businesses	
(SMBs)	against	more	than		
142M	threats	in	the	first	half	of	
2012	alone.

http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/about/tlp_small-business-big-for-cybercrime.pdf
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Cybercriminals are cherry-picking their targets to launch more successful campaigns. 
Based on Trend Micro observations this quarter, cybercriminals are poised to become 
more aggressive, using more sophisticated tools like automatic transfer systems 
(ATSs) and the Blackhole Exploit Kit to enhance the power of their respective ZeuS, 
SpyEye, and other botnets.

As predicted…
• Even though botnets will become smaller,  

they will grow in number, making effective law  
enforcement takedowns more difficult to realize.

*	 http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/spotlight-articles/sp_12-
security-predictions-for-2012.pdf

http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/spotlight-articles/sp_12-security-predictions-for-2012.pdf
http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/spotlight-articles/sp_12-security-predictions-for-2012.pdf


Blackhole exploit kit spam Runs

• Used high-volume spam runs to lead mostly U.S. targets to any of thousands of  
compromised sites then to Blackhole Exploit Kit hosting sites

• In one particular attack, Trend Micro identified more than 2,000 distinct URLs, distributed 
over 374 domains

• Each compromised domain hosted an average of 5 unique malicious landing pages

• Primarily intend to infect victims’ systems with ZeuS malware variants in order to steal  
personal information2

• More recently, the mere act of opening spam led to several redirections that ended with the  
automatic download of malware3

2	 http://blog.trendmicro.com/persistent-black-hole-spam-runs-underway/
3	 http://blog.trendmicro.com/an-aggressive-turn-of-tactics-used-in-black-hole-exploit-kit-spam-runs/

atss

• The latest feature addition to already widely used cybercrime toolkits like ZeuS and SpyEye to 
automate online banking fraud4

• Allow cybercriminals to secretly transfer funds ranging from 500 to 13,000 Euros (i.e., US$622.93–16,196) 
per transaction from victims’ to their mules’ accounts

• Mostly target online banking customers in countries like Germany, the United Kingdom, and Italy5

4	 http://blog.trendmicro.com/evolved-banking-fraud-malware-automatic-transfer-systems/
5	 http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/white-papers/wp_automating_online_banking_fraud.pdf

This quarter, the Trend Micro™ Smart Protection 
Network™ protected product users against a 
total of:

• 15.8B spam

• 448.8M malware

• 1.3B malicious URLs

The chart above shows the total number of IP addresses 
seen within 24 hours after the takedown for each malware 
family.

*	 http://www.abuse.ch/?p=3294

The Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3), in its 
2011 Internet Crime Report:

• Received 314,246 complaints, 115,903 of which cited 
losses

• Recorded a total loss amounting to US$485,253,871

*	 http://www.ic3.gov/media/annualreport/2011_IC3Report.pdf

“Even	though	Germany,		
the	United	Kingdom,	and	Italy		
seem	to	be	targeted	[by	ATSs]		

most,	banks	and	other	financial	
institutions	from	basically	anywhere		

are	not	safe	from	attacks.”
—	 Loucif	Kharouni,		

Trend	Micro	senior		
threat	researcher

http://blog.trendmicro.com/persistent-black-hole-spam-runs-underway/
http://blog.trendmicro.com/an-aggressive-turn-of-tactics-used-in-black-hole-exploit-kit-spam-runs/
http://blog.trendmicro.com/evolved-banking-fraud-malware-automatic-transfer-systems/
http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/white-papers/wp_automating_online_banking_fraud.pdf
http://www.abuse.ch/?p=3294
http://www.ic3.gov/media/annualreport/2011_IC3Report.pdf


top 10 maliCious uRls BloCked

MALICIOUS URL DESCRIPTION

trafficconverter.biz:80/4vir/antispyware/loadadv.exe Distributes malware, particularly 
DOWNAD variants

serw.clicksor.com:80/newserving/getkey.php
Associated with the proliferation of 
pirated applications and other threats

deepspacer.com:80/y2x8ms42fge0otk4yjhmzwu4ztu5y2e4mtf 
jngewztqxnjmyodczfdmxma==

Hosts malicious URLs, the registrant 
of which is a known spammer

109.235.49.170:80/click.php Contacted by a detected backdoor

172.168.6.21:80/c6/jhsoft.web.workflat/dcgetonline.aspx Downloads malware

api.yontoo.com:80/getclientdata.ashx Used by adware

trafficconverter.biz:80/
Distributes malware, particularly 
DOWNAD variants

www . funad . co . kr : 80 / dynamic / adv/ sb / searchnq _ popu . html Poses security risks for compromised 
systems and/or networks

install.ticno.com:80/service/friendometer.php Downloads malware

irs01.com:80/irt Downloads malware

*	 Based	on	Trend	Micro™	Smart	Protection	Network™	data

top 10 maliCious ip domains BloCked

MALICIOUS IP DOMAIN DESCRIPTION

trafficconverter.biz Distributes malware, particularly DOWNAD variants

info.ejianlong.com Downloads malware

serw.clicksor.com
Associated with the proliferation of pirated applications and other 
threats

deepspacer.com Hosts malicious URLs, the registrant of which is a known spammer

bms.jne.go.kr
Known for exploiting vulnerabilities in applications such as Microsoft 
Excel

www . trafficholder . com Traffic site known for distributing malware

install.ticno.com Downloads malware

109.235.49.170 Is a possible URL redirector

www . bit89 . com Downloads malware

www . funad . co . kr Poses security risks for compromised systems and/or networks

*	 Based	on	Trend	Micro	Smart	Protection	Network	data



top 10 spam-sending CountRies

*	 Based	on	Trend	Micro	Smart	Protection	Network	
data

top 5 spam languages

*	 Based	on	Trend	Micro	Smart	Protection	Network	data

top 3 malwaRe

*	 Exact	numbers:	WORM_DOWNAD	–	627,218;	CRCK_KEYGEN	–	215,704;	TROJ_SIREFEF	–	147,919	based	on	Trend	Micro	Smart	Protection	Network	data



Trend Micro capped the second quarter with reports on a couple of  
high-profile campaigns that targeted certain countries more than  
others. Based on Trend Micro research, India and Taiwan were the  
most targeted countries.

As predicted…
• New threat actors will use  

sophisticated cybercrime tools to achieve  
their own ends.

• As social engineering becomes mainstream, SMBs will  
become easy targets.



iXesHe
• Has been existing since at least July 2009

• Targets East Asian governments, electronics manufacturers, and a telecommunications  
company

• Uses compromised servers that belong to targeted organizations as command-and-control  
(C&C) servers

• Amassed at least 60 C&C servers over time6

• Exploits at least 5 vulnerabilities, namely:

• CVE-2009-43247

• CVE-2009-09278

• CVE-2011-06099

• CVE-2011-061110

• CVE-2009-312911

6	 http://blog.trendmicro.com/taking-a-bite-out-of-ixeshe/
7	 http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2009-4324
8	 http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2009-0927
9	 http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2011-0609
10	 http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2011-0611
11	 http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2009-3129

poliCe tRojan attaCks

• Refer to a slew of targeted attacks that make use of ransomware, which track victims’ geographic locations, holds 
their systems captive, and scares them using their respective countries’ police forces12

• Target users in Germany, Spain, France, Italy, Belgium, Great Britain, Austria, the United States, and Canada

• Related to other data-stealing campaigns involving ZeuS and CARBERP Trojans, TDSS rootkits, and FAKEAV malware 
dating back to 2010 and 2011

• First seen in Russia in 2005–200613

12	 http://blog.trendmicro.com/trojan-on-the-loose-an-in-depth-analysis-of-police-trojan/
13	 http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/white-papers/wp_police_trojan.pdf

Attackers steal as much as US$1B a year from 
SMBs in the United States and Europe alone.
*	 http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/

white-papers/sb_5-reasons-why-small-business-lose-critical-data.pdf

India and Taiwan were two of the most targeted countries 
based on Trend Micro research.

“Targeted	attacks	focus		
on	individual	organizations	in		
an	effort	to	extract	valuable		

information.	In	many	ways,	this	is	a		
return	to	the	‘old	hacking	days’	before		

more	widespread	attacks	targeting		
millions	of	users	and	the	rise	of		
computer	worms	came	about.”

—	 Trend	Micro	Forward-
Looking	Threat		
Research	Team

*	 http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/
security-intelligence/white-papers/wp_ixeshe.pdf

http://blog.trendmicro.com/taking-a-bite-out-of-ixeshe/
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2009-4324
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2009-0927
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2011-0609
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2011-0611
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2009-3129
http://blog.trendmicro.com/trojan-on-the-loose-an-in-depth-analysis-of-police-trojan/
http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/white-papers/wp_police_trojan.pdf
http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/white-papers/sb_5-reasons-why-small-business-lose-critical-data.pdf
http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/white-papers/sb_5-reasons-why-small-business-lose-critical-data.pdf
http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/white-papers/wp_ixeshe.pdf
http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/white-papers/wp_ixeshe.pdf


The large Android user base translates to big business not only for 
Google but also for those who constantly target the OS. With  
more than 400 million active Android-based devices14 and 
more than 600,000 apps available on Google Play,15 the 
number of attacks has nowhere to go but up. The  
fact that only 20% of Android-based devices 
have security apps installed does not help.16

14	 https://plus.google.com/104629412415657030658/posts/cZHiJaMSFzA
15	 http://www.engadget.com/2012/06/27/google-play-hits-600000-apps/
16	 http://fearlessweb.trendmicro.com/2012/misc/only-20-of-android-

mobile-device-users-have-a-security-app-installed/

As predicted…
• Smartphone and tablet platforms, especially  

Android, will suffer from more cybercriminal 
attacks.

https://plus.google.com/104629412415657030658/posts/cZHiJaMSFzA
http://www.engadget.com/2012/06/27/google-play-hits-600000-apps/
http://fearlessweb.trendmicro.com/2012/misc/only-20-of-android-mobile-device-users-have-a-security-app-installed/
http://fearlessweb.trendmicro.com/2012/misc/only-20-of-android-mobile-device-users-have-a-security-app-installed/


Botpanda
• Runs on rooted Android-based devices and allows cybercriminals to gain root privileges on 

infected devices

• Contains a malicious library file that makes infected devices access specific C&C servers17

• Hides malicious routines, making detection and removal very difficult to do

• Trend Micro released a fix tool app on Google Play called BotPanda Cleaner18

17	 http://blog.trendmicro.com/library-file-in-certain-android-apps-connects-to-cc-servers/
18	 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.trendmicro.mobilelab.securetool.botpanda&feature=search_

result#?t=W251bGwsMSwxLDEsImNvbS50cmVuZG1pY3JvLm1vYmlsZWxhYi5zZWN1cmV0b29sLmJvdHBhbmRhIl0

android spying tools

• Underwent a refresh with the release of the Spyera app, aka the TIGERBOT malware, which is 
capable of not just run-of-the-mill spying tactics but also of recording victims’ phone calls19

• Include a spying tool that has been downloaded from Google Play by an estimated 500–1,000 users 
before being taken down20

• Include Spy Phone PRO+, which was 1 of 17 bad mobile apps that were downloaded as many as 
700,000+ times before they were taken down from Google Play21

19	 http://blog.trendmicro.com/a-closer-look-at-androidos_tigerbot-evl/
20	http://blog.trendmicro.com/beta-version-of-spytool-app-for-android-steals-sms-messages/
21	 http://blog.trendmicro.com/17-bad-mobile-apps-still-up-700000-downloads-so-far/

top 5 android malwaRe Families

1. FAKE

2. ADWAIRPUSH

3. BOXER

4. DROIDKUNGFU

5. PLANKTON

*	 http://blog.trendmicro.com/infographic-behind-the-android-menace-
malicious-apps/

As of June 2012, TrendLabsSM has already collected over 
25,000 Android malware samples—more than twice the 
number we initially predicted.

“Everyone	should	be		
concerned	about	installing		

any	app	in	his/her	phone.	Your		
phone	stores	data	and,	depending		

on	the	level	by	which	you’ve	patched		
it,	the	best	defense	you	have	is	to	be		
aware	of	the	sort	of	information	you		

put	out.”
—	 Jamz	Yaneza,		

Trend	Micro	threat		
research	manager

*	 http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/RelatedThreats.
aspx?language=us&name=Mobile+Apps%3a+New+	
Frontier+for+Cybercrime

http://blog.trendmicro.com/library-file-in-certain-android-apps-connects-to-cc-servers/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.trendmicro.mobilelab.securetool.botpanda&feature=search_result#?t=W251bGwsMSwxLDEsImNvbS50cmVuZG1pY3JvLm1vYmlsZWxhYi5zZWN1cmV0b29sLmJvdHBhbmRhIl0
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.trendmicro.mobilelab.securetool.botpanda&feature=search_result#?t=W251bGwsMSwxLDEsImNvbS50cmVuZG1pY3JvLm1vYmlsZWxhYi5zZWN1cmV0b29sLmJvdHBhbmRhIl0
http://blog.trendmicro.com/a-closer-look-at-androidos_tigerbot-evl/
http://blog.trendmicro.com/beta-version-of-spytool-app-for-android-steals-sms-messages/
http://blog.trendmicro.com/17-bad-mobile-apps-still-up-700000-downloads-so-far/
http://blog.trendmicro.com/infographic-behind-the-android-menace-malicious-apps/
http://blog.trendmicro.com/infographic-behind-the-android-menace-malicious-apps/
http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/RelatedThreats.aspx?language=us&name=Mobile+Apps%3a+New+Frontier+for+Cybercrime
http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/RelatedThreats.aspx?language=us&name=Mobile+Apps%3a+New+Frontier+for+Cybercrime
http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/RelatedThreats.aspx?language=us&name=Mobile+Apps%3a+New+Frontier+for+Cybercrime


It doesn’t take hackers or anyone a lot of effort to  
extract personal information from social networking  
sites. Sometimes, all the information they are looking for  
is already out there. No matter how good the security  
measures sites put up,22 cybercriminals still find a way. 
Instead of targeting the biggest social networking site, for  
instance, they’ve set their sights on smaller players like  
Pinterest. At the rate things are going, it won’t 
be long before smaller players bring in  
“big business” as well.

22	 https://www.facebook.com/notes/facebook-security/
trend-micro-and-facebook-protecting-people-	
from-online-threats/10150721637700766

As predicted…
• The new social networking generation will  

redefine “privacy.”

https://www.facebook.com/notes/facebook-security/trend-micro-and-facebook-protecting-people-from-online-threats/10150721637700766
https://www.facebook.com/notes/facebook-security/trend-micro-and-facebook-protecting-people-from-online-threats/10150721637700766
https://www.facebook.com/notes/facebook-security/trend-micro-and-facebook-protecting-people-from-online-threats/10150721637700766


pinterest suRvey sCams

• Used “pinterest” as keyword for repins

• Led to sites that offered prizes, vouchers, and gift cards after answering fake surveys

• Instructed victims to give out their mobile numbers that led to unwanted phone bill  
charges23

23	 http://blog.trendmicro.com/bogus-pinterest-pins-lead-to-survey-scams/

As of April 2012, Pinterest was hailed the third 
most visited social networking site in the United 
States.
*	 http://articles.cnn.com/2012-04-06/tech/tech_social-media_pinterest-

third-social-network_1_social-networking-facebook-and-twitter-social-
media?_s=PM:TECH

As of March 2012, Pinterest already had 
18M unique visitors per month.
*	 http://www.comscore.com/Press_Events/Presentations_

Whitepapers/2012/State_of_US_Internet_in_Q1_2012

pinterest By numBeRs

• 15.8 minutes — average amount 
of time users spend on the site

• 62.8% — number of female site 
users

• 1.36M — number of site visitors per day

*	 http://mashable.com/2012/02/25/pinterest-user-
demographics/

top 5 soCial engineeRing luRes

*	 Based	on	Trend	Micro	noteworthy	incident	tracking

“Social	networking		
sites	keep	adding	to	their		

security	controls	and	refining		
their	existing	ones…	This	is	a		

cat-and-mouse	game	where	the		
privacy	and	data	security	of	users		

are	at	stake.”
—	 David	Sancho,		

Trend	Micro	senior		
threat	researcher

*	 http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/
security-intelligence/white-papers/wp_security_guide_	
to_social_networks.pdf

http://articles.cnn.com/2012-04-06/tech/tech_social-media_pinterest-third-social-network_1_social-networking-facebook-and-twitter-social-media?_s=PM:TECH
http://articles.cnn.com/2012-04-06/tech/tech_social-media_pinterest-third-social-network_1_social-networking-facebook-and-twitter-social-media?_s=PM:TECH
http://articles.cnn.com/2012-04-06/tech/tech_social-media_pinterest-third-social-network_1_social-networking-facebook-and-twitter-social-media?_s=PM:TECH
http://www.comscore.com/Press_Events/Presentations_Whitepapers/2012/State_of_US_Internet_in_Q1_2012
http://www.comscore.com/Press_Events/Presentations_Whitepapers/2012/State_of_US_Internet_in_Q1_2012
http://mashable.com/2012/02/25/pinterest-user-demographics/
http://mashable.com/2012/02/25/pinterest-user-demographics/
http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/white-papers/wp_security_guide_to_social_networks.pdf
http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/white-papers/wp_security_guide_to_social_networks.pdf
http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/security-intelligence/white-papers/wp_security_guide_to_social_networks.pdf


The second quarter shed light on older vulnerabilities that were 
used for new attacks. Contrary to popular belief, exploiting new 
vulnerabilities isn’t always the way to go. In fact, exploiting relatively 
older vulnerabilities remained effective, especially since most users still 
fail to regularly update their systems.



cVe-2012-0158
• A vulnerability in one of the most exploited Microsoft software in April 2012, Microsoft 

Word, proving that “new isn’t always better”24

• Used in Tibetan-themed targeted attack campaigns25

24	 http://blog.trendmicro.com/snapshot-of-exploit-documents-for-april-2012/
25	 http://blog.trendmicro.com/cve-2012-0158-now-being-used-in-more-tibetan-themed-targeted-attack-campaigns/

cVe-2010-2729 and cVe-2010-2568
• Used to deploy FLAME malware, which has been plaguing users in Iran and other countries  

since 201026

26	http://blog.trendmicro.com/flame-malware-heats-up-threat-landscape/

cVe-2011-0611
• Exploited when users open a malicious Microsoft PowerPoint file that leads to the download of a 

backdoor

• Has been patched since April 2011 but is still being exploited27

27	 http://blog.trendmicro.com/malicious-powerpoint-file-contains-exploit-drops-backdoor/

A CSIS study found that 99.8% of all virus 
infections result from lack of updating 5 specific 
software packages, including Adobe Reader, 
Acrobat, and Flash Player.
*	 http://www.csis.dk/en/csis/news/3321

top 10 vendoRs By distinCt numBeR oF 
vulneRaBilities

*	 Shows	the	vendors	of	the	most	vulnerable	OS/software	from	April	to	
June	2012	based	on	data	available	in	http://cve.mitre.org/

“Within	a	span	of	two		
weeks,	CVE-2012-0158	went	

from	‘zero’	to	actually	surpassing		
CVE-2010-3333	as	the	most	preferred	
exploitable	vulnerability	by	attackers.		
This	just	shows	that	the	window	for		

patching	critical	vulnerabilities	is	small,		
which	requires	due	diligence	and	discipline	

in	terms	of	patch	management	across	
organizations.”

—	 Ryan	Flores,		
Trend	Micro	senior		
threat	researcher

http://blog.trendmicro.com/snapshot-of-exploit-documents-for-april-2012/
http://blog.trendmicro.com/cve-2012-0158-now-being-used-in-more-tibetan-themed-targeted-attack-campaigns/
http://blog.trendmicro.com/flame-malware-heats-up-threat-landscape/
http://blog.trendmicro.com/malicious-powerpoint-file-contains-exploit-drops-backdoor/
http://www.csis.dk/en/csis/news/3321
http://cve.mitre.org/
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